
WHAT’S INCLUDED
this live z score workshop will provide you foundation, concepts, and 
hands-on training to develop more skill and confidence in your trainings. 
You perform by increasing your familiarity with the Original and patent-
ed BrainMaster Live Z Score also known as %ZOK MultivariateMultivariate training 
— the next level of contemporary Neurofeedback.
     training will be with 4 channel Z Score (using Atlantis I); 9 channel 
training and 19 channel training (using Discovery). Each attendee will be 
part of a 2-person team and, along with your partner, generate the real-world 
experience and confidence that great training requires of practitioners.
     our ten-hours of hands-on training will allow you to begin inte-
gratIng Z Score into your practice as soon as you return home. Our focus 
Throughout the training will be on BrainMaster equipment.  And on Sun-
day, we will move to yet another level of Neurofeedback, sLORETA
     whether you have the capacity to conduct Z-Score, or simply want 
to learn, this workshop is for you. We look forward to guiding you into the 
utilization of  contemporary NFB training and helping you increase your 
effectiveness, and support for your clients.

JOIN US in JUNE!

CAPE CANAVERAL, FL• TOTAL HOURS: 24

JUNE 11, 12 & 13, 2024
INTERMEDIATE AND BEGINNERS

LIVE Z-SCORE 
TRAINING

Steve 
Warner
PhD, BCN, 
QEEG-D, STS 
Certified GNI 
Instructor

Thomas 
Collura
PhD, BCN, 
QEEG-D, 
LPCC-S, STS 
Certified GNI 
Instructor

 

SStresstressTTherapyherapy 
SOLUTIONSSOLUTIONS
new ways to see the brainnew ways to see the brain

Sponsored by

PRESENTERS

please note there isplease note there is  ••limited seatinglimited seating••   sign up early!sign up early!



NFB HISTORY
YOU MAY HAVE TAKEN THE BCIAYOU MAY HAVE TAKEN THE BCIA  certification didactic course and learned the certification didactic course and learned the 
history, theory, and technique of neurofeedback; or a course devoted to the history, theory, and technique of neurofeedback; or a course devoted to the 
decades-old practice of traditional neurofeedback amplitude (power) training decades-old practice of traditional neurofeedback amplitude (power) training 
that used monopolar or bipolar approaches. But neurofeedback is not static, it is that used monopolar or bipolar approaches. But neurofeedback is not static, it is 
constantly growing and evolves quickly. constantly growing and evolves quickly. 
          ALTHOUGH STATIC BRAIN MAPSALTHOUGH STATIC BRAIN MAPS  (incorporating Z-score measurements) (incorporating Z-score measurements) 
could be used for practitioners to see snap static views of the brain, a most could be used for practitioners to see snap static views of the brain, a most 
ground-breaking, game-changing invention was was being created and tested in ground-breaking, game-changing invention was was being created and tested in 
BrainMaster’s lab. BrainMaster invented, introduced, and patented the concept BrainMaster’s lab. BrainMaster invented, introduced, and patented the concept 
of a Multivariate Proportional model: PZOK (the percentage of Z-Scores that are of a Multivariate Proportional model: PZOK (the percentage of Z-Scores that are 
OKAY). We will review case studies. OKAY). We will review case studies. 
          BRIANMASTER’S LIVE AND REAL TIMEBRIANMASTER’S LIVE AND REAL TIME  Z-Score training began moving the field Z-Score training began moving the field 
of neurofeedback into the future with visualization of brain Z-Score live and in of neurofeedback into the future with visualization of brain Z-Score live and in 
real time. Today’s more contemporary PZOK model is now utilized globally, sup-real time. Today’s more contemporary PZOK model is now utilized globally, sup-
porting practitioners, like yourself, in making more comprehensive, personalized porting practitioners, like yourself, in making more comprehensive, personalized 
training decisions for their clients.training decisions for their clients.

* Better training decisions:
   What? Where? How much?        
    To what end?
* How to get better results:  
   Use more sites, be less 
    dependent on client feedback

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN
* How to select protocols and
   personalized training options  
* What is PZOK? How to use it.
* How to implement Power,   
   Phase and Coherence.

SIGN UP
COST:   $895.00
DATES: June 11-13, 2024
TIMES: 8:30 am to 6:30 pm, EDT 
 2-Hour Lunch

QUESTIONS & INFO:  
216-766-5707 800-447-8052 | info@stresstherapysolutions.com

Country Inn & Suites
9009 Astronaut Blvd
Cape Canaveral FL 32923
321-784-8500

TO BECOME AN EXPERT LEARN FROM THE EXPERTS.
PLEASE BRING YOUR OWN EQUIPMENT, IF YOU CAN. IF YOU 
CAN’T, YOU CAN PARTNER UP. BEING FAMILIAR WITH YOUR 
OWN TOOLS IS AN ADVANTAGE.

SPECIAL  VI 
DISCOUNTS > > $50.00 OFF:     First 12 registrants 

$50.00 OFF:     BrainMaster active   
            Affiliate Members
$100.00 OFF:   3 or more from 
   per person  The same office !
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